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Abstract
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a restrictive interstitial lung disease that causes lung function
decline by lung tissue scarring. Although lung function decline is assessed by the forced vital capacity
(FVC), determining the accurate progression of IPF remains a challenge. To address this challenge, we
proposed Fibro-CoSANet, a novel end-to-endmulti-modal learning based approach, to predict the
FVCdecline. Fibro-CoSANet utilized computed tomography images and demographic information
in convolutional neural network frameworks with a stacked attention layer. Extensive experiments on
theOSICPulmonary Fibrosis ProgressionDataset demonstrated the superiority of our proposed
Fibro-CoSANet by achieving new state-of-the-artmodified Laplace log-likelihood score of−6.68.
This networkmay benefit research areas concernedwith designing networks to improve the
prognostic accuracy of IPF. The source-code for Fibro-CoSANet is available at: https://github.com/
zabir-nabil/Fibro-CoSANet.

1. Introduction

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic lung diseasewhich is caused by forming scar tissuewithin the
lungs (Paolo et al 2015). IPF leads to a gradual, irreversible deterioration of lung function by replacing the
healthy lung tissues with scar tissue over time. IPF can potentially lead to rapid deterioration from long-term
stability, which results in complete pulmonary dysfunction (Ganesh et al 2018). Due to the high variability in
deterioration speed,management of pulmonary fibrosis relies on the decline in the lung function progression.
Therefore, an accurate estimation of the lung function progression declinewould lead to bettermanagement
of IPF.

The current guideline for IPF diagnosis follows several procedures, such as surgical or transbronchial lung
biopsy (Ganesh et al 2018). After the diagnosis, physicians often assess the decline of lung function by force vital
capacity (FVC)using spirometry tests tomonitor the prognosis of IPF. FVCmeasures the total amount of air
exhaled after breathing in as deeply as possible (Zappala et al 2010). To assess the lung function, observing the
FVC at intervals of six to twelvemonths is recommended (Ganesh et al 2018).While the FVCprovides a general
understanding of the prognosis of the IPF (Flaherty et al 2006), there are nowidely used techniques to estimate
the IPF progression. As such, due to the heterogeneous course of IPF, imagingmodalitiesmay provide valuable
information regarding IPF prognosis.

Computed tomography (CT) images of the chest can be effectively used to assess the lung function decline
frompulmonary fibrosis as the CT scans contain several visual signs essential for assessment by radiologists.
Shi et al (2019) developed a voxel-wise radio-logicalmodel using high-resolutionCT scans and achieved
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82.1% accuracy in predicting the progression of IPF. Furthermore, Salisbury et al (2016) utilizedCT scans of IPF
patients to predict the survival and FVCdecline for 12monthswith a significant correlation value of 0.6 between
visual and predictedmeasurement. These studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of utilizingCT imaging as
an importantmodality to predict the progression of pulmonaryfibrosis. However, precisely predicting the
progression of IPF fromCT images remains challenging due to the high variability.

The recent advancements of artificial intelligence (e.g. convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (He et al
2016)) and theKaggle: OSICPulmonary Fibrosis ProgressionChallenge (Kaggle) have significantly inspired to
developCT image basedmachine learning systems to obtain computer-aided clinical decision for IPF prognosis.
In particular,Wong et al (2021) recently proposed Fibrosis-Net based on deepCNNs for predicting pulmonary
fibrosis progression from chest CT images. Fibrosis-Net utilized the chest CT scans of a patient alongwith
spirometrymeasurement and clinicalmetadata to predict the FVCof a patient at a specific time-point in the
future (Wong et al 2021).While the existingCNNs based approaches have a higher capacity to predict
pulmonaryfibrosis progression from chest CT images, we strongly believe there is still room for improvement in
terms of overall correctness. In this work, we argue that extracted convolutional features from chest CT scans
alongwith patient’s clinical or demographic features are not discriminative enough to correctly predict the FVC
of a patient in cases where the network requires to focus on a specific region of the lung. To address this issue, we
proposed a simple and efficient end-to-endmulti-modal network, termed as Fibro-CoSANet, which utilized
both the chest CT scan images and demographic information, such as sex, age, smoking history to predict the
FVCof a patient at a specific time-point. Our proposed Fibro-CoSANet used a convolutional self-attention
network that extracted features from a randomly selectedCT imagewhich aremergedwith the normalized
demographics features. Themerged features were then passed through a one-layer perceptron to obtain the
predicted FVC.While the Fibrosis-Net (Wong et al 2021) utilized themultiple CT slices to generate
convolutional features, we introduced an efficient formulation of the IPF prognosis taskwherewe randomly
selected a single CT image frommultiple scans to extract convolutional features. However, we used the
approximated lung volume information from all the available scans as a shallow featurewhichwasmergedwith
the convolutional features. In addition, we predicted the slope of FVCbased on a linear prior assumption to
reduce the computational overhead, while Fibrosis-Net (Wong et al 2021)used an elastic net to obtain the
local FVCs.

We summarize ourmain contributions as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposed a simple and efficient end-to-endmulti-
modal based convolutional self-attention network to predict the progress of IPF by utilizing the deeper CT
and shallower demographic features.

• We introduced an intuitive and efficient way to apply a stacked self-attention layer on top of extracted
convolutional CT features for further refinement and the advantages of thismodule are demonstratedwith
extensive experiments.

• We further introduced a unique formulation for FVCmeasurement of a patient where the goal of the
proposed networkwas to predict the slope of the FVC trend.

• We showed, through extensive quantitative experiments under different settings, that our proposed Fibro-
CoSANet achieved lowermodified Laplace Log-Likelihood score than existing works on the publicly available
Kaggle: OSIC Pulmonary Fibrosis Progression dataset.

2.Data preparation

In this section, we discuss the number of preprocessing steps conducted to prepare the training inputs and labels.
We used the recently introducedKaggle: OSICPulmonary Fibrosis ProgressionChallenge BenchmarkDataset
which consists of CT scans, FVCmeasurements, and associated demographic features, such as age, sex, smoking
status (Kaggle). As themain goal of ourmethodwas to predict the slope of the FVC trend of a patient, wefirst
calculated the initial slope of FVC values using singular value decomposition (SVD) (Golub andReinsch 1971)
whichwere used as pseudo-labels in our proposedmodel (seefigure 1 (3)). Then, we estimated the lung volume
from theCT scans (Figure 1 (1)) followed by the extraction and normalization of demographics, such as age, sex,
and smoking status (figure 1 (2)). Note that, we trained our proposed Fibro-CoSANet using a randomCT image,
estimated lung volume, age, sex, and smoking status.
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2.1. FVC formulation
We introduced a unique formulation to predict the slope of the FVCs by using the calculated initial slope of FVC
values as ground-truth. First, we pre-processed theCT scans,Cä {ci, ci+1,K.,cn}, where n refers to the number
of patients. For eachCT scan, ciä {s s s, , ., m1 2 i

¼ }, we randomly selected a slice, sk, from ci for extracting features,
wheremi is the number of slices in ci and k is the index of the selected slice. The selected slice, sk, was fed to a self-
attention drivenCNNmodel to extract pulmonary CT features. In parallel, we generated the demographics and
volumetric feature sets,H, whereHä {h1, h2,K., hn}. Finally, these two sets of features were concatenated to
predict the slope of FVC,Zä {zi, zi+1,K, zn}, based on a linear priori assumption. Each patient data had FVC
values, ziä {v v v, , ,w w wti1 2

¼ }, where ti andw refers to the number of FVC values and representation of the
correspondingweeks, respectively.We can formalize the FVC value of the ith patient in jthweek as follows:

V a w V , 1w i j bj i ( )= ´ +

where,Vbi
is the base FVC and ai is the slope of the ith patient.We can further extend equation (1) by expanding

FVC along theweek, upto j, as follows:

w a V V w a V V w a v V, ,......, . 2i b w i bi w j i bi w1 2i j1 2 ( )+ = + = + =

For ease of presentation, we vectorized equation (2) as follows:
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Next, we decomposed thematrixAj×2 into singular value form as:

A U V , 4j 2 ( )= S´

whereU andΣ refer to j× j orthogonalmatrix and j× 2 diagonalmatrix, respectively.V is a 2× 2 orthogonal
matrix.We replacedA in equation (3)with (4) to achieve our desired least square solution (Golub and
Reinsch 1971). The replacement operations can be formalized and solved using SVD (Golub andReinsch 1971)
as follows:

Figure 1. Illustration of the process of dataset preparation (①,②) and ground-truth generation (③) for training Fibro-CoSANet.We
randomly selected aCT slice and passed through the Fibro-CoSANet.We further normalized the demographic features and estimated
the lung volume to fuse with the convolutional CT features.We calculated the slope of FVCusing SVD least squaresmethod explained
in section 2.1which is used as ground-truth tomeasure the correctness of the predicted FVC slope.
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Ax b x A b, 5j 2˜ ( )= = +
´

whereA+ isMoore–Penrose inverse of thematrixAj×2 and x̃ minimizes our desired least square solution,
Ax b 2˜ - . Thus, we calculated the slope, ai, for a patient i, and used it as a pseudo ground-truth slope to train
our network.

2.2. CTpre-processing and lung volume extraction
Contrary to natural images, CT scans consist of inconsistent and high-dimensional redundant information
(Park et al 2020)which is computationally expensive to process and can result in poor performance. Therefore,
to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio, it is imperative to pre-process the CT scan images before feeding them to
theCNNmodel.We applied the following pre-processing steps to resolve the issues.

Slice selection.Each patients’CT scan, ci, containsmanyCT slices which represent the depth information of
the lung. To reduce the computational complexity, we selected one slice per CT scan by the following operations:
(i)wefirst truncated the first and last 15%of the slices as these slices containminimal volume information. (ii)
Then, we randomly selected oneCT slice, sk, from themiddle to feed into theCNN.

For CT slice selection, first, we ran exploratory data analysis to visualize the slices andwe observed that the
most information (variance)was available in the slices in the selected range. Second, the order of the slices was
not important aswe randomly selected a slice from themiddle to fed into theCNN. The intuition for selecting
slices from themiddle is that the slices are ordered, and themiddle slices contain larger lung regions. Note that,
we used all the slices per patient in the pre-processing step for volume calculation, while a single slice was used
for CNN feature extraction. In addition, CNN is likely to learn fromdifferent slices as we randomly select a slice
in each iteration during training.

Resizing and normalizingCT slices.We resized the randomly chosenCT slice based on the input
specification (512× 512) of the backboneCNNmodel. Further, tomitigate the inconsistency in tissue
intensities across different scanners and improve convergence of themodel, we normalized the pixel values
using, s s b a b( ) ( )l l l¢ = - - , whereλa= 2048 andλb= 0 for anyCT slice, s.

Note that for volume calculation, all of the slices were converted to theHounsfield unit before lungmask
generation.We applied thewatershed algorithmon themasks to calculate the approximated lung volume for all
the slices. TheCT slices are stored in a 12 bit signed integer array (−2047 to 2048 range) (Regressionwith ct+
tabular features [pytorch]). Also, we chose the normalization parameters based on the original range of the
DICOM image.

Lung volume estimation from theCT slices.Alongwith demographics, we calculated the lung volume
fromCT images for each patient. Themainmotivation of using the lung volume estimationwas to incorporate
the approximated volume in the feature set, as we did not include all the CT slices to extract the volumetric
features due to the computational complexity. Given aCT slice, s, we applied thewatershed algorithm
(Beucher 1979) to extract a segmentationmap, p, of the lung for slice, s. The generatedmap, p, is a binarymap
between {0, 1}, where 1 and 0 indicate if a pixel belongs to the lung or not. Then, we generated the segmented
lung image by simplymultiplying the binary segmentationmapwith the original CT image. The procedure of
generating the lung volume, vi, for ith patient can be formalized as follows:

v p , 6i
j

m

j x y z
1

i

( )å d d d= ´ ´ ´
=

where δx and δy are the pixel spacing in x and y directions respectively, and δz denotes the thickness of the slice.

2.3. Extracting demographic features
As IPF is associatedwith demographics, such as baseline FVC (Ganesh et al 2018, Ley et al 2012), age
(GarcÃa-Sancho et al 2011, Ley et al 2012), gender (GarcÃa-Sancho et al 2011), smoking status
(GarcÃa-Sancho et al 2011), we take inspiration from (Wong et al 2021) to incorporate these features along
withCT image to improve the performance of our proposedmethod.Wenormalized the estimated lung
volume, age, sex, and smoking status features using: x x x̄¢ =

s
- where, x is the rawnumeric feature, x̄ is the

arithmeticmean of x, andσ is the standard deviation of x.

3.Network architecture of Fibro-CoSANet

Weproposed a novelmulti-modal convolutional self-attention network, Fibro-CoSANet, to predict the slope of
FVC in an end-to-endmanner. The overall pipeline of our proposed Fibro-CoSANet is illustrated infigure 2.
Our proposed training framework consists of two key steps: (i) extraction of the deep features from the
normalizedCT image using aCNNwith self-attentionmodule (section 3.1), (ii) fusing the deep features
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extracted fromaCNNwith shallow lung volume and demographic features followed by a fully-connected layer
which predicts the slope of the FVC (section 3.2).

3.1. Convolutional self-attention network
In this section, we present our proposed convolutional self-attention network for extracting features fromCT
scan imageswith the ultimate goal of predicting the slope of FVC.Our proposed deepCT feature extractor
network consists of two key components, (i) a CNN-based feature extractor network and (ii) a self-attention
modulewhich further refined the convolutional features extracted from theCNN.Wefirst discuss the
convolutional feature extractor network (section 3.1.1) followed by the self-attentionmodule (section 3.1.2).

3.1.1. Deep CNN for CT feature extraction
In recent years, CNNs have beenwidely adopted for processingmedical images (e.g. CT scans) (Sarvamangala
andKulkarni 2021). In general, CNN-based networks onmedical imaging can be characterized as generic
feature extractor networks which are termed encoder networks. The encoder network is simply a CNN that
extracts features from a given input image. However, one downside of trainingCNNs is that it requires a huge
amount of labeled training data to learn themillions of parameters involved in the network. This crucial issue
limits the adoption of CNNs onmedical image-based tasks as themajority of the datasets have a small volume of
training data. To address this limitation, inspired by the existing works (Sajja et al 2019,Wanget al 2020), wefine-
tuned the feature extractor CNNonCT scan images rather than training from scratchwith random
initialization. Let s h w 1Î ´ ´ be the input CT scan image (where h,w are the spatial dimensions). Given the
input CT image, s, we adopted aCNN, fenc, to extract a feature representation from the last convolutional layer of
the CNN. Let fc

h w cÎ ¢´ ¢´ be the extracted featuremapwhich has smaller spatial dimensions than the original
CT image, s.We usedResNet (He et al 2016),ResNeXt (Xie et al 2016), andEfficientNet (Tan and Le 2019) based
architectures to build encoder networks in our study.We formalize the key operations as follows:

f f sW , 7c aenc ( ) ( )*=

whereWa denotes weights of the CNNmodel and * denotes the convolutional operation. The extracted feature
map, fc, was fed to a self-attentionmodulewhich further refines the feature representations before combining
themwith the demographics and lung volume features.

3.1.2. Self-attentionmodule
The extracted featuremap, fc, was likely to capture high-level semantics of the CT images; however, allowing the
network to focus on the specific region of theCT featuremapwas important to accurately predict the
progression of IPF. Since IPF can result in honeycomb cysts in the lungs (Gruden 2016), these regions in theCT
image requiremore attention than others. To focus on these regions of interest, we took inspiration from the
existingworks (Ramachandran et al 2019, Zhang et al 2019) and applied a self-attentionmodule on top of the
CNN feature extractor.

In the self attentionmodule (figure 3), we first rearranged the extracted convolutional featuremap, fc,
resulting in a featuremap, fc

c N¢ Î ¢´ where c¢ is the number of channels andN is the product of h¢ and w¢.

Figure 2. Illustration of the dual-streampipeline of our proposed Fibro-CoSANet.Wepassed the randomly selectedCT image to a
pre-trained CNNs, fenc, (e.g. ResNet18 (He et al 2016))which produced aCT featuremap, fc. Then, we integrated a stacked self-
attentionmodule on top of the last convolutional layer of CNN to allow the network to focus on specific regions. The resultant output
featuremap, fa, from the stacked self-attentionmodule is passed through the global average pooling to produce thefinal
representation, fd, of theCT image. In parallel, wemerged the demographics and estimated lung volume features, fawith fdwhich is
further passed through a linear layer to predict the slope of FVC.We computed L1 loss between the predicted slope, â and pseudo
ground-truth slope, a.
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Thenwe fed the featuremap, fc ¢, to the self-attention layer (Zhang et al 2019), and obtained an attentionmap,

oa
c NÎ ¢´ , with same dimension.

We furthermultiplied the output of the attention layer, oa, by a scaling parameter, γ, and addedwith the
input featuremap, fc ¢ to obatin the self-attentionmap, fa.We formalized the operations as follows:

f o f . 8a a c ( )*g= + ¢

Note that γ is a learnable scalar that is initialized froma uniformdistribution in ourwork. Themain
advantage of learning γwas that it enabled the network tofirst focus on the local neighborhood indicators since
it was easier. Then it eventually tried to assignmoreweight to the non-local region. Thus themodule learned
simpler tasks first to improve convergence (Zhang et al 2019). Finally, fawas passed through an adaptive global
average pooling operation (GAP), followed by a linear layer to obtain the deepCT feature set, fd (seefigure 2).We
considered fd as our final feature representation extracted from theCT scan image.

We augmented theCNNwith the self-attention layer for realizing a richer effective receptive field and
learning better feature representation as the recent work (Ramachandran et al 2019) has shown the advantages of
applying a self-attention layer on top of convolutional feature representation. Unlike the previous self-attention-
basedworks (Ramachandran et al 2019, Zhang et al 2019), we extended the existing idea by stacking l self-
attention layers just before applying theGAP operation. In our implementation, l is the stacking factor andwe
considered l as a hyper-parameter. Note that, we placed the attentionmodule between the last convolutional
layer of CNNs and the pooling layer as convolutions were likely to better capture the low-level features while
stand-alone attention layersmay integrate global information bymodeling long range pixel interactions
(Ramachandran et al 2019). Furthermore, this placement reduced the computational complexity as the
attentionmodule was applied on a relatively low dimensional convolutional featuremap.

3.2.Hybrid fusion of convolutional and shallowmodality feature
Finally, we concatenated both the deepCNN features, fd, extracted by the self-attention drivenCNNbackbone
from theCTmodality and the shallowmodality features representation, fs, to generate a hybridmulti-modal
feature representation, fh. The resultant feature representation, fh, was passed to a fully connected layer to obtain
the slope, a, of FVC, whichwas used to predict the patient’s progression curve.We computed FVC from the
predicted slope, a along the timeline,w, as follows:

w a wFVC FVC , 9j j b( ) ( )= ´ +

where FVCb is the baseline force vital capacity and j is theweek index.
5

4. Experiments

Weevaluated the effectiveness of our proposed approach for predicting the progression of pulmonaryfibrosis
and demonstrated the efficacy of themethod under different settings. First, we showed the superiority of our
proposedmulti-modal learning pipeline followed by a comparisonwith recent approaches. Then, we evaluated

Figure 3.Overview of the proposed self-attentionmodule for Fibro-CoSANet. Note that the stacking factor is one here.

5
Patient index i is usedwith variables when specifying a particular subject, for general case, the index is omitted for simplicity.
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our approach to generating baseline results under different backbone andmetric settings to show
generalizability and consistency.We further conducted an ablation study to investigate the necessity of each
component of our proposed approach. Finally, we provided a comparison between different variants of our
approach in terms of computational complexity, inference time, and totalmemory.

Dataset. In this study, we used the publicly available Kaggle: OSIC Pulmonary Fibrosis Progression
challenge benchmark dataset provided byOpen Source ImagingConsortium (OSIC) (Kaggle). The dataset
consists of chest CT scans and associated demographics aboutfibrosis diagnosed patients. It contains 176 unique
patients with a total of 1576 demographic information (multiple from the same patients) collected from
numerous follow-up visits over the course of approximately 1–2 years. The demographics include the patient’s
ID, weeks, FVC, percent, age, sex, and smoking status. Note that theweeks represent the relative number of weeks
pre or post from the baselineCT scan for each patient andwe determined the time series of theweeks of a specific
patient based on the patient’s ID. For each patient, CT scan images (varies between 10 and 180) are provided in
DICOM format files that containedmeta-data about the patients and the scan.We used 5 fold cross-validation
scheme to validate the best performancemodel. In the cross-validation setting, we carefully restrict to have no
overlapping between the train and test splits of different subjects. The test set includes a baseline CT scanwith
only the initial FVCmeasurement for each patient.

Evaluationmetric.Weused amodified Laplace Log-Likelihood (LLLm) and rootmean square error (RMSE)
metrics to report the performance of our proposedmodel.We choose LLLm to evaluate amodel’s confidence in
its decisions as it is designed to reflect both the accuracy and certainty of each prediction. For each true FVC
measurement, we calculated the FVC and confidencemeasure as follows (Kaggle):

FVC FVC

LLL

max , 70

min , 1000

2
ln 2 , 10m

clipped

true predicted

clipped
clipped

( )
(∣ ∣ )

( ) ( )

s s

s
s

=
D = -

= -
D

-

whereσ is the standard deviation andwe threshold the error at 1000 ml to avoid the adverse penalty due to large
errors. The confidence values were clipped at 70 ml to reflect the approximatemeasurement uncertainty in FVC.
We calculated thefinal score by averaging themetric across allweeks. Note that, the calculated value of themetric
was always negative, and lower is better.

Implementation details.Weused publicly available PyTorch (Paszke et al 2019) framework to implement
our proposed Fibro-CoSANet and an Intel(R)Xeon(R)Gold 5118CPUwith 187GBphysical ram and anNvidia
Tesla V100 SXM2 (32GB)GPU to run our experiments.We trainedmodels for 40 epochs using Adamoptimizer
with a decoupledweight decay regularization of 0.01.We initialized the backboneCNNby the ImageNet pre-
trainedmodel and optimized the network tominimize the L1 loss.

4.1. Results of proposed Fibro-CoSANet
Wefirst conducted an ablation study to analyze the effectiveness of themulti-modality feature fusion technique
by comparing it with other availablemodes. To demonstrate the superiority of our proposedMulti-modal
training pipeline, we conducted experiments under three differentmodes: (i)Multimodality: convolutional
features fromCT images+ shallow features (demographics+ lung volume), (ii)CTmodality: convolutional
features fromonly CTmodality, (iii) ShallowModality: only lung volume and demographic features were used
to train ourmodel without anyCNNbackbone.We found that themulti-modalitymodes achieved higher
performance than standaloneCTmodality and shallowmodality in terms of LLLm andRMSE (table 1). These
results suggested that demographics with lung volume orCT scans independently achieve reasonable
performancewhile combing these twomodalities improved the overall performance. Note that, the reported
experimental results in the following sections are based on onlymultimodalities.

Table 1.Performance comparison between differentmodalities. Our
proposedmulti-modality based Fibro-CoSANet outperforms the single
modalities (e.g. CT anddemographics).

Mode LLLm ↓ RMSE ↓

Multimodality −6.68 ± 0.31 181.5 ± 25.88

CTmodality −6.69 ± 0.28 184.16 ± 22.84

Demographics+ Lung

Volume

−6.75 ± 0.33 185.52 ± 22.89
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4.2. Comparisonwith recent approaches
Wecompared the overall performance of our proposedmethodwith recent state-of-the-art approaches which
predict the progression of pulmonaryfibrosis (table 2).Mandal et alusedMultiple Quantile Regression,Ridge
Regression, andElastic Net Regression to predict the progression, while ElasticNet Regression achieved the best
result, achieving−LLLm of−6.72 (Mandal et al 2020).Wong et al achieved−LLLm of−6.82 (Wong et al 2021).
Our proposed algorithmwith EfficientNet-b2 performed better than (Mandal et al 2020,Wong et al 2021),
resulting in−LLm of –6.68 andRMSE of 181± 25.88 (table 2). Also, the approximate complexity of ourmodel
was linearwith respect to the number of patients as we processed all the information of a patient in a singlemini-
batch.

4.3. Baseline analysis of Fibro-CoSANet
Weconducted an extensive experimental evaluation usingwidely-usedCNNs, includingResNet,ResNeXt, and
EfficientNet to show the consistency and generalizability of our proposed approach.We reported experimental
results under two key variants of our proposed pipeline as follows:

Baselinemodel without self-attentionmodule.We implemented the basemodel under different network
backboneswithout any self-attention layer. To show the consistency and generalizability of our approach, we
used 12 different CNNs architectures (five of ResNets, two of ResNeXts andfive of EfficientNets) as the feature
extractor for our proposed Fibro-CoSANet. Table 3 presents the baseline results in terms of LLLm andRMSE.
Interestingly, ResNets with lighter architecture (e.g.ResNet-18-LLLm:−6.70 RMSE: 183.68) andResNeXt-101
achieved lower LLLm andRMSE compared to the deeper ResNets. Furthermore, EfficientNet-b0, and
EfficientNet-b4 achieved comparative performance (LLLm≈−6.70 andRMSE≈ 183.00) toResNet-18. These
results altogether suggested that our proposed Fibro-CoSANet with various backbones had the ability to predict
FVC slope. The heaviermodels were prone to over-fitting as the size of the dataset was relatively smaller.

Baselinemodel with self-attentionmodule.To further improve the overall performance, we introduced a
stacked self-attentionmodule (section 3.1.2) on top of the eachCNNbackbone (table 4). Here, we usedfixed

Table 2.Performance comparison of Fibro-CoSANet with recent works in terms of LLLm and
RMSE. Our proposed Fibro-CoSANet outperforms the existing state-of-the-art works on
predicting the progression of pulmonary fibrosis.

Work Regression type LLLm ↓ RMSE ↓

Fibrosis-Net (Wong et al 2021) ElasticNet −6.82 —

Mandal et al (Mandal et al 2020) Quantile −6.92 —

Ridge −6.81 —

ElasticNet −6.72 —

Fibro-CoSANet (Ours) EfficientNet-b2 −6.68 ± 0.31 181.5 ± 25.88

ResNet-50 −6.68 ± 0.31 181.6 ± 22.89

EfficientNet-b3 −6.68 ± 0.28 182.58 ± 24.04

EfficientNet-b1 −6.68 ± 0.28 183.96 ± 22.89

Table 3. Fibro-CoSANet results under different CNN
backbonea.

Backbone LLLm ↓ (CV) RMSE ↓ (CV)

ResNet-18 −6.70 ± 0.29 183.68 ± 23.52

ResNet-34 −6.72 ± 0.28 185.18 ± 22.71

ResNet-50 −6.72 ± 0.27 186.52 ± 21.03

ResNet-101 −6.71 ± 0.25 188.92 ± 19.94

ResNet-152 −6.73 ± 0.28 186.19 ± 21.75

ResNeXt-50 −6.72 ± 0.27 186.39 ± 24.64

ResNeXt-101 −6.70 ± 0.26 184.04 ± 22.62

EfficientNet-b0 −6.70 ± 0.29 183.00 ± 23.60

EfficientNet-b1 −6.72 ± 0.31 183.22 ± 23.35

EfficientNet-b2 −6.74 ± 0.34 184.17 ± 22.89

EfficientNet-b3 −6.74 ± 0.34 184.17 ± 22.89

EfficientNet-b4 −6.70 ± 0.30 183.00 ± 22.42

a LLLm=Modified Laplace Log Likelihood,

RMSE=Rootmean square error, CV=Cross valitaion

(5-fold).
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Table 4.Performance of Fibro-CoSANet under different backbonewith
respect to attentionmodule hyper-parameters. FS and SF refer to filter size and
stacking factor, respectively. It is clear that stacking the self-attentionmodule
improves the overall performance.

Backbone FS SF LLLm ↓ RMSE ↓

EfficientNet-B0 32 3 −6.7 ± 0.29 183.7 ± 23.55

32 5 −6.77 ± 0.31 185.63 ± 21.33

64 1 −6.72 ± 0.34 182.13 ± 22.63

128 3 −6.73 ± 0.33 183.67 ± 24.56

128 5 −6.74 ± 0.36 183.57 ± 22.55

EfficientNet-B1 32 3 −6.68 ± 0.28 183.96 ± 22.89

32 5 −6.7 ± 0.28 185.64 ± 24.25

64 1 −6.71 ± 0.29 184.16 ± 24.78

128 3 −6.79 ± 0.38 186.31 ± 24.79

128 5 −6.69 ± 0.31 183.12 ± 22.05

EfficientNet-B2 32 3 −6.68 ± 0.31 181.5 ± 25.88

32 5 −6.69 ± 0.3 183.39 ± 21.98

64 1 −6.73 ± 0.28 184.71 ± 20.74

128 3 −6.77 ± 0.33 187.13 ± 21.03

128 5 −6.75 ± 0.33 18-6.03 ± 23.14

EfficientNet-B3 32 3 −6.72 ± 0.34 183.28 ± 22.87

32 5 −6.74 ± 0.31 184.68 ± 21.05

64 1 −6.71 ± 0.34 183.34 ± 22.57

128 3 −6.68 ± 0.28 182.58 ± 24.04

128 5 −6.72 ± 0.33 184.01 ± 24.4

EfficientNet-B4 32 3 −6.73 ± 0.3 184.86 ± 22.6

32 5 −6.68 ± 0.3 183.45 ± 23.19

64 1 −6.73 ± 0.39 182.29 ± 23.11

128 3 −6.74 ± 0.32 184.35 ± 22.04

128 5 −6.71 ± 0.28 184.06 ± 23.57

ResNet-18 32 3 −6.73 ± 0.32 184.71 ± 23.79

32 5 −6.71 ± 0.31 183.79 ± 21.39

64 1 −6.69 ± 0.28 183.84 ± 21.9

128 3 −6.72 ± 0.27 184.96 ± 22.54

128 5 −6.73 ± 0.35 185.29 ± 24.12

ResNet-34 32 3 −6.73 ± 0.31 184.79 ± 21.45

32 5 −6.72 ± 0.28 185.4 ± 21.98

64 1 −6.71 ± 0.31 183.3 ± 22.79

128 3 −6.7 ± 0.29 183.32 ± 23.83

128 5 −6.72 ± 0.28 184.33 ± 21.54

ResNet-50 32 3 −6.72 ± 0.31 184.07 ± 21.74

32 5 −6.7 ± 0.28 184.94 ± 22.52

64 1 −6.73 ± 0.27 185.46 ± 22.6

128 3 −6.68 ± 0.31 181.6 ± 22.89

128 5 −6.74 ± 0.34 185.06 ± 24.97

ResNet-101 32 3 −6.71 ± 0.3 183.13 ± 24.87

32 5 −6.69 ± 0.28 184.17 ± 23.38

64 1 −6.73 ± 0.28 185.33 ± 23.05

128 3 −6.72 ± 0.3 185.53 ± 22.72

128 5 −6.7 ± 0.3 183.63 ± 22.39

ResNet-152 32 3 −6.7 ± 0.29 183.89 ± 22.25

32 5 −6.7 ± 0.3 183.64 ± 23.6

64 1 −6.72 ± 0.33 183.05 ± 22.54

128 3 −6.73 ± 0.35 184.15 ± 23.15

128 5 −6.72 ± 0.33 182.92 ± 23.9

ResNeXt-50 32 3 −6.7 ± 0.27 184.75 ± 22.75

32 5 −6.71 ± 0.3 184.61 ± 23.26

64 1 −6.71 ± 0.32 183.84 ± 20.58

128 3 −6.73 ± 0.28 185.22 ± 22.57

128 5 −6.73 ± 0.32 184 ± 22.88

ResNeXt-101 32 3 −6.72 ± 0.28 184.01 ± 23.38

32 5 −6.7 ± 0.3 183.46 ± 23.37

64 1 −6.7 ± 0.31 182.5 ± 24.82

128 3 −6.72 ± 0.3 184.9 ± 22.38

128 5 −6.7 ± 0.28 183.57 ± 22.21
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output channel dimension (32) of CNNbackboneswith several attention filter sizes, such as 32, 64, and 128
alongwith a different number of stacking factors, such as 1, 3, and 5 to empirically identify the best combination
that achieved superior performance. As shown in table 4, the overall performancewas improved formost of the
models with the addition of the self-attention layer. For instance, EfficientNet-B1, B2, B3, B4, andResNet-50
improved the overall performance by a considerablemargin, resulting in≈−6.68 LLLm. EfficientNet-B2 and
RestNet-50 achieved better score than othermodels in terms ofRMSE(≈ 181). Comparing the results of different
variants under various design choices, EfficientNet-B2 achieved overall best performance (LLLm:−6.68± 0.31
andRMSE: 181.5± 25.88) followed byRestNet-50 (LLLm:−6.68± 0.31 andRMSE: 181.6± 22.89) compared to
other variants.We empirically found that EfficientNet-B2 andReset-50 achieved the best performancewith the
attentionfilter size of 32 and 128, respectively, and three attention layers. ResNeXt-101 results were further not
improvedwith the addition of self-attention later.

4.4. Performance analysis
Weanalyzed the overall performance of our proposed approach under two key aspects: (i) efficiency and (ii)
computational complexity.

Efficiency.One of the important aspects of the high-volume biomedical data analysis is the latency or
inference speed of the system.Our approach used a single CT image and shallowmodality features to calculate
the prognosis line from a single scalar, a. This simple linear priori assumptionmade the training and inference
much faster,making our pipelinemuch efficient in handling a large amount of data. Note that, the training
complexity depends on the number of patients.

Computational complexity of CNNs.Table 5 presents the comparison results of different baselinesmodels
in terms of the total number of parameters, inference time, andmemory.Note that, we reported the best result
for eachCNNused in our experiments. EfficientNet-B0 achieved the lowest computational complexity (0.07
GMacs, 4.05million parameters, 0.67 s inference) compared to other CNNs backbones; however, failed to
achieve superior performance. This could be due to the fact that theEfficientNet-B0 architectures were relatively
light-weight compared to ResNets. AsEfficientNet-B2 achieved the best result with relatively lower
computational complexity (0.1GMacs, 7.75million parameters, 0.73 s inference), we termed EfficientNet-B2 as
the best network for FVC slope prediction.

One of the keymotivations of ourworkwas to optimize themodel. Usingmore slicesmakes the network
heavier, it alsomakes the network prone to overfitting.However, we experimented withmore than one random
slicewhile training the EfficientNet-b2model. The results are reported in table 6.

The performancewas not improved usingmore slices. Furthermore, when using seven slices, the network
achieved significantly lower score than the best-reported score.We discuss the reason behind the performance
degradation as follows:

• For three slices, we obtained similar performance as our best score (even though slightly higher RMSE), but
for a higher number of slices, we did not observe any improvement in the score. EfficientNet is trainedwith
three channels on natural images (Tan and Le 2019). In the original training setup, the channels contain
similar information but in different color domains.We used thesemodels, as the pre-trainedweight already
had better feature extraction capabilities. However, it has been suggested in the literature that such 2D
convolutionalmodelsmight not be ideal for large 3D volumetric data (Yang et al 2021). So, an increasing
number of channelsmight not result in likewise performance. Note that, we could not experiment with 3D

Table 5.Comparison of different variants of our proposed Fibro-CoSANet in terms ofMacs (G),
parameters (M), inference time (s), LLLm, andRMSE.

Backbone Macs (G) Params (M) Infer LLLm ↓ RMSE ↓

EfficientNet-B0 0.07 4.05 0.67 −6.7 ± 0.29 183.7 ± 23.55

EfficientNet-B1 0.1 6.65 0.7 −6.68 ± 0.28 183.96 ± 22.89

EfficientNet-B2 0.1 7.75 0.73 −6.68 ± 0.31 181.5 ± 25.88

EfficientNet-B3 0.14 10.75 0.7 −6.72 ± 0.34 183.28 ± 22.87

EfficientNet-B4 0.18 17.61 0.71 −6.73 ± 0.3 184.86 ± 22.6

ResNet-18 9.11 11.19 0.67 −6.73 ± 0.32 184.71 ± 23.79

ResNet-34 18.79 21.3 0.63 −6.73 ± 0.31 184.79 ± 21.45

ResNet-50 21.13 23.57 0.69 −6.7 ± 0.27 184.75 ± 22.75

ResNet-101 40.61 42.56 0.69 −6.71 ± 0.3 183.13 ± 24.87

ResNet-152 60.1 58.21 0.7 −6.7 ± 0.29 183.89 ± 22.25

ResNeXt-50 21.92 23.04 0.68 −6.7 ± 0.27 184.75 ± 22.75

ResNeXt-101 85.84 8-6.81 0.7 −6.72 ± 0.28 184.01 ± 23.38
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ConvNets as ourwork depends on 2DConvNets. Comparing 2D and 3DConvNets would be extremely
challenging in this context.

• The dataset for the experiment is not large, so it is easy for themodels to get over-fitted on the training
samples.We followed a strict testing policy so that none of the patients in the test contained in the training
data. So, the networkmust generalize over the patients to performwell on the test data. Aswe used a single CT
scan for each patient, increasing the number of slicesmay force the network to focus toomuch on theCTdata
(multiple similar slices) at a time resulting in overfitting.

5.Discussion and conclusion

Weproposed a novelmulti-modal convolutional self-attention-based learning pipeline to predict the prognosis
of IPF. To the best of our knowledge, this workwas one of the earliest attempts that incorporated bothCT scan
and demographic information in an end-to-endmanner. Furthermore, we integrated a self-attention layer on
top of theCNNs to further refine the convolutional features by allowing the network to focus on a specific region
of theCT scan image.Moreover, we predicted the slope of the FVC trend of a patient based on a simple linear
prior assumption. Extensive experiments demonstrated the superiority of our proposed approach over the
recentmodels tested on the same dataset (Mandal et al 2020,Wong et al 2021).

Wewould like emphasise the fact that, for each patient, there is only single CT scan included in the dataset.
TheCT scanwas recorded in a randomweek during study period. Therefore, the FVCdeclinemust be predicted
with a single CT scanwhich includes a few slices. Asmentioned earlier, we used all of the slices in the pre-
processing step to calculate the volume from theCT slices.We also included other features calculated from all of
the slices (mean, skew, kurtosis); however, whenwe incorporated these features with theConvNet, it achieved
poor results. This is whywe only used volumewhich contains information from all of the slices of the CT scan
froma patient. Even thoughwe used all theCT slices in the pre-processing stage to calculate the volume and used
it as a feature in the neural network training, we used a single random slice for training theConvNet. There are
multiple reasons for this setup.

• The number of slices in the patients varied significantly in the dataset, andwe observed low variance in the
adjacent slices. So, it was hard to choose afixed optimal number of slices for training theCNN.

• Using all the slices from theCT scanwas also not technically possible as therewere a different number of slices
per patient and it significantly differs.We used a 2DCNN (as training 3DCNNwith this limited datawould be
extremely challenging)which required to use the slices channel-wise.Moreover, we experimentedwith
multiple slices channel-wise, and results showed that themodel achieves lower performance as the number of
slices increases due to overfitting.

We have reported results under twometrics, Laplace Log-Likelihood Score and the RMSE. Themetrics
reported in the paper are based on the public data.We have used 20%of the patients for testingwith 5-fold
cross-validation and reported the average ofmetrics on the five test folds. The private test data is not publicly
available and requires an end to end notebook to submit in the competition. Therefore, we could not perform
the pre-processing steps for volume calculation andRMSE calculation. Thus, themetric from the private
leaderboard could not be reported. Furthermore, a direct comparison in terms of parameters and inference time
is not possible as the code of the baselinemodels are not publicly available. However, we strongly believe our
pipeline ismuch simpler than the baselines as we only considered one randomCT slice during training the
CNN.We claim the efficacy of our proposed pipeline from two aspect. First of all, we avoided the high-volume
biomedical data analysis which generally increase the latency or inference speed of the system. In our case we
used a single CT image. Secondly, our prior linear assumptionmade the training and inferencemuch faster,
making our pipelinemuch efficient in handling a large amount of data. Finally, we compared the number of

Table 6.Performance of EfficientNet-b2with self-attention under different number of slices.

Backbone Num. of slices LLR RMSE

EfficientNet-b2+ Self-Attention 3 −6.68± 0.34 183.51± 23.79

EfficientNet-b2+Self-Attention 5 −6.69± 0.32 185.25± 24.37

EfficientNet-b2+ Self-Attention 7 −6.74± 0.30 184.20± 25.04
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parameters and inference timewithin the framework ofmultiple CNNbackbones and attention blocks to
demonstrate the complexity of our proposed pipeline.

Despite the impressive performance, onemajor limitation of our proposed approachwas that the prognosis
of pulmonaryfibrosis was of linear nature. This assumption limited us to predict the actual FVC values at each
temporal point.We used the linear assumption to regularize ourmodel and to avoid overfitting. Aswe have
discussed, while testing, for each patient, only a single CT scan is providedwith a baseline FVC. It is important to
make sure that themodel is not overfitted on the training data. Besides, it is extremely challenging to predict the
local FVC for eachweek froma single CT scan. So, we simplified ourmodel by predicting only a single slope
from theCNN,which suggested the overall progress or decline of the FVC.Ourmodel also suggests a simple
metric, the slope to denote the patients’ condition. For example, if the slope is positive, it suggests an
improvement in FVC (progress), whereas a negative slope suggests an FVCdecline. Furthermore, Fibro-
CoSANet failed to produce better performancewith deeper architectures, which could be due to the relatively
small sample size. Finally, throughout our experiments, we used a fixed set of hyper-parameters. The overall
performance for each backbone can be further improved by a careful selection of the best possible hyper-
parameters.

In conclusion, we aimed to provide a framework to the research community that can be used on a larger
dataset and clinical trial in the future. As accurate progression prediction of IPF patients is crucial for the
effective treatment and IPF based datasets are rarely available, our proposed algorithm could shed light on the
new approaches to build trustworthy algorithms for IPF prognosis.
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